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The world is changing and the opportunity to heighten your
ways in life and business has never been more powerful, or
possible. 

Understanding the Energetics of Communication supports
that fact and lets you be a pioneer in showing up in the most
potent way of being you privately and as a professional.

Plus, we strongly believe that long masterminds are not the
answer – but a 4-hour focus masterclass is.

We have created this 4-hour masterclass leading you straight
to the point of clear communication and the highest level of
energy – showing that the Energetics of Communication
works, and supports you in succeeding.



Why we created this masterclass:

Do you often feel undervalued and unappreciated when
trying to communicate at your workplace, but usually don’t
have enough energy and don’t know how to effectively
present your ideas?

Then this Masterclass is for you!

Learn how to effectively communicate while being
empowered, feeling valued, and being seen to make the
impact in communications you deserve.

At the same time, you will be able to boost your energy,
nurture the significant relationships with your team, and get
your ideas across! 



In these 4 hours you will learn everything you need to get your change-maker ideas across in clear ways,
level-up your communication to the point of mastery, make the impact you deserve, and step into your
full energetic potential. Most importantly, you gain clarity on who you are and what is in alignment with
your personality - in communications and energetics - while learning how to manage your energy for you
to feel confident and move through life being on top of your game; both personally and professionally.

The results are immediate: you will level-up your communication skills quickly and experience a boost in
energy right away with our proven tools, techniques, and strategies that are based on leveraging
effective communication and managing your energy, helping you succeed at work and in private life.

 Imagine not being drained or feeling overworked anymore!
 



4 hours - 4 modules:

Dream it! How to make a case for change: 
Learn the what, how, and who of communications and energetics.
Get the insights into effective communication models and energetic systems.
Learn how to effectively connect and receive tips on how to ensure your messaging is transmitted and energetically correct.

Build it! How to claim a seat at any table and influence changemaker decisions: 
Discover your own communication style.
Discover your personal energetic blueprint.
Learn different communication styles and how to use them while being energetically aligned, then apply that knowledge towards your
peers, team, and collaborators.
Learn how to nurture your communication and energetic relationship with yourself, and others, and increase your impact on how
things are run.

Grow it! How to thrive in a changemaker role: Learn the art of asking the right questions, communicatively and energetically.
Tap into human energetics and psychology to make the most powerful impact.
Use the magic words that trigger impacts and move mountains.

Own it! How to execute and get things done: 
Learn communication techniques and strategies to execute every day.
Learn energetic techniques and strategies to apply every day.
Avoid communication errors and overcome pitfalls.
Avoid energetic draining and getting out of your alignment.



Why Communications and Energy

It’s known that humans spend a lot of energy trying to communicate their visions,
thoughts, emotions, but also themselves, while a lot of times with the outcome of
feeling exhausted, frustrated, or even anger and being misunderstood––not to mention
the ineffectiveness of expressing what they are trying to accomplish.

It’s also fact that most people feel tired and low in energy most of the time, making
living a successful and happy life hard which does not help their communication,
health, and personal achievements.

Communication is an “at all times entity” because even when you are not saying a word,
you are communicating: through your body language, thoughts, feelings, energy, and
behavior. So, wouldn’t it be the most effective skill to know your communication profile
and how to use your communication style most effectively?

Let’s talk about energy! Science has proved that everything at its core level is energy.
So just for a moment, think of yourself as this beautiful bundle of energetic essence
doing life - and life is based on energy as well - while constantly communicating through
different ways and energetically presenting yourself. Wouldn’t it be the most amazing
tool to know your energetic blueprint, and how to use your energy profile to perfection
so that clarity and feeling energized is your normal way of being and living?

That’s why communications and energy is a perfect blend for your way to success! 



How did we create this program? Why is this important for you?

As experts in these two interconnected fields - communications and energy - and after years of working with thousands of
professional women all over the world, we feel strongly that we owe it to the world to teach our expertise and knowledge to every
woman wanting to successfully own their clear communication styles and stand powerfully in their own energetic blueprint.

Communications skills are the key to success along with the ability to align with who you really are, while also being able to
manage your energy level, stress, emotions, and negative self-talk––while knowing how to maintain the perfect work-life balance.
At work and in private.

This may sound like a lot to handle or maybe even impossible. But it’s not! And we are here to show you how through our
teachings and systems that make for a successful way of doing business and living your life.

In all our years of coaching and mentoring we always found it devastating to see so many smart, ambitious, and talented women
fail and left with low self-confidence, being drained, and not felt seen or heard at their workplace, or in private life. All because
they did not know how to communicate and stand in their energy––hence, their ideas and impact for change got lost in the
inability of getting their visions across through assertive communication and energetic alignment. It is troubling to see these
incredible professional women not being able to take their seat at the table they deserve, while also feeling emotionally and
energetically exhausted because despite their efforts and incredible intelligence, success was not achieved.

Fact is that their lack of communications skills and not being able to use their energetic understanding leaves many powerful
women exhausted and feeding their already present low self-confidence.

That’s why we created this 4 hour masterclass!
 



“But why only 4 hours?” you might ask. Because we believe that you as a busy, intelligent, and
professional women can learn all you need in 4 hours, and are capable of practicing our proven tools
and strategies as you go. After all, it’s not that complicated once you know your communication style

and energetic blueprint – and it’s definitely not impossible for you to execute private and
professional success with the tools and pathways we will show you. 

 
Plus, have you ever tried to make an effort to learn improved skills but then the demands of work and

private life took over - leaving you overworked and too busy to actually do what you wanted to do,
which was learning skills helping you to succeed? Or do you ever get to the point of not having
proper time to take care of yourself, nevertheless dedicate weeks or months of training - long

mastermind, courses/groups - after work and on weekends to learn the right strategies and tools so
you can stand out at work, reduce stress, overcome fear, and learn how to effectively communicate

and stay energized?
 

That is why we decided to create this highly effective 4 hour masterclass that will take place online
so you can join from the comfort of wherever you already are, while learning the most important

tools and techniques for you to succeed in your communication and energetics.



Boost your self-confidence
Be your most powerful and aligned energetic you
Quickly prepare your communications for a meeting or presentation
Manage your energy throughout day
Stay focused on what’s right for you
Use communications tools to make the impact
Use energetic tools to make the impact
Ask the impactful questions
Use magical words that trigger change
Communicate your way to success with proven communications strategies 
Energize your way to success
Recover your energy quickly and boost your mood
Avoid communications error and pitfalls
Make the impact that is profound and clear
Make a stand that’s aligned and successful
Communicate assertively through energetic alignment

After the workshop you will know how to:



Learning how to strengthen and grow your self-confidence

Stepping into your full aligned power

Knowing when to say yes and when to say no

Becoming fully you, but also unapologetically being you

Knowing how to boost your energy, then also keep it

Awareness when you are aligned - communication and energetics - and when not

Learning how to show up as the best version of you

Tips and tricks to better take care of yourself as a whole

Knowing how to deal with difficulties, and issues––at work and in private

Being able to execute effective communications strategies

Mastering your energetics

Some of the takeaways include:

You will learn everything about you, your communication and your energetics.



Your own energy profile worth $800

Your own communications profile $500

Unique mediation and shift worth $150

Discovery tools to determine communications styles of others &700

10 different communications strategies $500

10 diverse energetic strategies worth $500

20 communications tools and techniques to use every day $750

20 energetically inspired tools to use every day worth $500

Additional communications materials that are yours forever $700

Additional energetic materials that are yours forever worth $400

Workbook including additional materials with blueprints worth $300

 In 4 hours within 4 modules you’ll receive:

Added up this is a total worth of $5800! 
But don’t worry, it won’t cost you that much!  We’re only asking for a fraction of the total value, because to us, you matter.



The communication techniques used by successful professionals

Insightful education on how to nurture relationships and increase your impact

Engaging activities to help put learning into practice

How to focus and where to put your focus

How to constantly roll out the red carpet, in front of you, and for you

How to become great at journaling 

How to meditate yourself into bliss 

Successful daily routines; morning, mid-day, and night

Physical health, mental health, emotional health, energetic health practices

Everything about your emotional intelligence

How to relax and destress

The energetics of the world and how to implement that knowledge to your advantage

How to pull communication and energy together, to succeed in living your best life and working your most
fabulous work

During the workshop, you will learn:



What else?

You will have the opportunity to network, connect, and collaborate with other professional women
worldwide

Have communications blueprints

Have your own energetic and communications profile

You will know how to manage your energy everyday

How to effectively communicate and make the impact

Plus The Bonus!

We are offering you an extra hour of class one week after the 4 hour masterclass for troubleshooting and
discussion of what’s next, or what else you need. This bonus class is free of charge and a small appreciation
gift for you, from us. This bonus class will be set with a time and date at the end of the 4 hour masterclass.



MEET YOUR TEACHERS:

Dr. Aleksandra Plazinic Jacqueline Pirtle
Energetic ExpertCommunications Expert



Dr. Aleksandra Plazinic is an Executive Communications Coach, Trainer, Keynote Speaker, and University Lecturer with a Ph.D.
in strategic communications, two master's degrees, and a certified NLP master coach trainer and consultant. She gained vast

international professional experience in international organizations: European Commission, United Nations, business
consultancies, and university settings. Today she works with global executives from leading companies such as Microsoft and

Google. 
 

Aleksandra has worked with international professionals from all over the World- from the USA across Europe to India and
South Africa and helped them: overcome the fear of public speaking, effectively communicate, present with the impact, build

self-confidence to advance their careers, and reach personal fulfillment.
 

In her coaching practice, Dr. Aleksandra Plazinic combines the latest neuroscience research, human psychology, mindfulness
techniques, and motivational methods designed for ambitious executives to level up their presentation and communications

skills and accomplish professional success and personal happiness.
 

Dr. Aleksandra Plazinic published numerous academic articles on international communications, marketing, and branding. She
has been recognized and personally endorsed by Arianna Huffington and featured in Thrive Global, Startup Magazine, Global
Woman Magazine, Idyllic Pursuit, The New York City Journal, Entrepreneurs Herald, London Business Magazine, Thinkers 360,

YouQueen, and BizLife.
 

Dr. Aleksandra Plazinic has been recognized as one of the Top 20 Business Coaches To Look Out For In 2023 by New York City
Journal, and placed twice among the Top 175 Women B2B Thought Leaders to Follow in 2022 and 2023 by Thinkers360. 

 
 Aleksandra lived in 5 different countries, the USA, Germany, France, Austria, Netherlands, and Serbia, where she gained

international experience and speaks five languages. 



Jacqueline Pirtle is an expert in energetic living and businessing and is an international best-selling
author with over 16 published emotional intelligence books for adults and children. She is the owner of
FreakyHealer and has shared her solid teachings through her books, podcasts The Weekly Freak & The

Corporate Happiness Show, sessions, programs, workshops, and presentations with clients all over the
world. Jacqueline holds international degrees in holistic health and natural living and her effective
healing work has been featured in print and online magazines, universities, and on podcasts, radio

shows, TV, and in the documentary The Overly Emotional Child, available on Amazon Prime. 
 

Jacqueline has worked and lived all over the world, helping thousands of conscious individuals,
families, leaders, and businesses for over 28 years to live happier, healthier, and more successful lives,

while leading more mindful and workculture sustainable businesses. 
 

In her holistic healing practice Jacqueline combines her expertise with the newest energetic healing
methods and creates uniquely fitted programs and sessions for every single client, giving them their
energetic blueprint while teaching about the energetics and how life works—result being, clients walk

away with immediate shifts to betterment and clear understanding about their needs and tools to
achieve what they want.

 
Jacqueline is originally from Switzerland and lives with her family in the United States of America. She

travelled all over the world and speaks 5 languages, loves nature, dark chocolate, and red wine. 



We hope you join us for this powerful masterclass!
March 31st, 2023 
11AM-3PM US ET
(5pm-9pm CET)

Sign Up Now!
www.freakyhealer.com/the-energetics-of-communications

Will you be one of the 10 powerful women that, online and behind
closed doors, finds her what, why, and when by claiming a seat at the

table, thriving in her new changemaker role, and executing to
perfection?  

https://www.freakyhealer.com/the-energetics-of-communications

